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Waiapu looking ahead...
Evan Turbott, Colleen Kaye (ex officio), Rev’d Brian Hamilton, 
Rev’d Erice Fairbrother, Rev’d Joan Edmundson, and Rt Rev’d 
Bishop Victoria Matthews.  

The Arrangements Committee will report to Standing 
Committee on progress and timing, and this will be 
communicated to the diocese once confirmed.

The regional consultation process is expected to begin in mid-
February,  with the Electoral College likely to be held in the 
middle of the year. 

The Standing Committee has appointed an Electoral College 
Arrangements Committee as part of the preparations to 
elect the 16th Bishop of Waiapu. 

The Committee is responsible for particular tasks including the 
regional consultation process, the compiling of the diocesan 
profile and planning for the Electoral College. Bishop Victoria 
Matthews, as the Archbishop’s Commissary, will preside over 
the Electoral College and chair the Committee.

Members of the Committee are: Hugh McBain, Garth Laing, 

Up close and personal with the people of PNG
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From Bishop David

Raindrops on roses and whiskers on kittens                                                                               
Bright copper kettles and warm woollen mittens                                                                     

Brown paper packages tied up with strings                                                                                          
These are a few of my favourite things

Tracy Cappel Rice can sing most, if not all, of Rogers and 
Hammerstein’s pieces of music from The Sound of Music.  
Few songs bring her more delight than My Favourite Things.  

And as it often occurs with couples after years of marriage, I 
have learned a lyric or two from said musical, and this song in 
particular, whether voluntarily or not.  And so, I wish to use as a 
framework My Favourite Things to reflect on five and a half years 
of episcopacy in Waiapu.

These I will remember as a few of My Favourite Things:

Lambeth Conference. I will remain forever grateful to my friend 
and predecessor +John Bluck for “exiting stage left” in order for 
his successor to begin episcopacy with an experience of Lambeth 
08.  Equally, I am grateful to Waiapu for the generosity in sending 
Tracy and me to Lambeth.

Waiapu’s Sesquicentenery Year. Enjoying our sesquicentennial 
celebrations was a marvellous way for me to become acquainted 
with and experience Waiapu, and what an extraordinary way to 
spend the first full year of one’s episcopacy.  I remember with 
great fondness the celebrations throughout every region of this 
diocese.  

Powhiri on Marae. As it was right and proper for our sisters and 
brothers from Tikanga Maori to do, I spent my first few months 
(post-consecration/Lambeth) being welcomed on marae.   I will 
never grow tired of that experience.

Seeing as one. It was early in 2010 when Waiapu heard "what 
the Spirit was saying to the Church” and wove together a Vision 
Statement.  I cannot say emphatically enough how completely 
and utterly pleased I was regarding how quickly “Knowing Jesus 
and Making Jesus Known” appeared to be a part of the DNA of 
Waiapu.  

Changing clerical landscape. Statistics suggest that I have made 
more appointments during my episcopacy than most of my 
predecessors since the time of +Paul Reeves.  I am exceedingly 
thankful to have been a part of these processes, primarily because 
they have allowed me to hear and discern more deeply the heart 
and mind of parishes throughout the diocese.  In addition, as I 
have said on several occasions, I was acutely aware through each 
appointment process that we not only praying towards significant 
decisions for the praying community, we were literally changing 
the clerical landscape of Waiapu for years to come.

Provincial portfolio.  I remember feeling rather hesitant when 
my colleagues in the House of Bishops suggested that I become 
the Youth Liaison Bishop and the chairperson for the Council for 
Ecumenism.  I cannot remember what my hesitation was about 
but I can now say without hesitation how unbelievably grateful 
I am to have held these two portfolio.  I have no doubt when I 
say that I have learned more about our three tikanga church 
as a result of being the Youth Bishop than anything else I have 
experienced in this church.  Equally, my hope for the church has 
increased exponentially as a result of spending time with our 3 T 
Youth.  And the ecumenical work has solidified for me how silly 
it is that churches and people of faith work and live and serve in 
such a segregated manner.  I am an “ecumaniac” and proud of it.

The Itinerant Bishop. I have positive memories, generally 
speaking, of travelling throughout Waiapu, throughout Aotearoa, 
New Zealand and Polynesia, and throughout different parts of the 
world over the last 5+ years.  Thank you, Waiapu, for your patience 
during those times when I seemed far away! 

Waiapu’s Abundant Waters. Driving from a hui, a service, an 
interview and noticing, as I am inclined to do, an awaiting stream 
or river.  I will miss, far more than I can express, opening the 
boot of my car, putting on my waders over my “episcopal gear,” 
assembling my rod and tackle, and, well, you know the rest.

The 'Waiapu Way'. After a few years now, I can say with absolute 

certainty, I do not know what the 'Waiapu way' is or means.  
However, I do know this.   If the Waiapu Way has anything to do 
with people loving God, loving one another, willing to laugh and 
cry, willing to have “a go” and take a risk, willing to be grateful 
for who we are and what we have yet, not taking who we are or 
what we have too seriously; in a word or two, willing-to-be-willing, 
then I can say with absolute certainty, I will miss the Waiapu Way 
most of all.  Waiapu, I will miss you most of all.  You are one of My 
Favourite Things.

When the dog bites, when the bee stings 
When I’m feeling sad                                                                                                                                    

I simply remember my favourite things                                                                                                     
And then I don’t feel so bad.

Arohanui +David
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in age from 29 to 11, he is interested in youth issues and in 
touch with the pressures of the 21st century on youth.  But 
he doesn’t intend to throw out the glorious tradition of the 
cathedral, as liturgy is our taonga.

The ‘future is about building on the whakapapa of the 
Cathedral.  We have ancient traditions for new generations and 
there can be pain in all of that.  Remodelling and re-visioning 
is needed.’   But he will also pay careful attention to continuity 
that says, ‘how can we make the majesty and awe of worship 
as well as ‘knowing Jesus and making Jesus known’ meaningful 
and accessible?’  Michael references the pohutukawa as a 
symbol for our time and place.  ‘It has deep gnarled roots that 
go into the rock, and yet produces such strength and beauty'.

We welcome Michael, Anne and their family to Waiapu, and 
look forward to continuing their journey with them.

Oenone Woodhams meets Michael Godfrey, father, husband, priest, new Dean of  
Waiapu Cathedral and citizen of the world. 

Michael Godfrey

F    or here we do not have an enduring city, but we are 
looking for the city that is to come.( Hebrews 13:14)

Michael Godfrey takes this text seriously, describing 
himself as rootless, yet centred in faith and family. UK born, 
baptised in Kenya, he went to primary school in Ghana, and 
then lived in New Zealand until completing a degree in english 
literature and religious studies at Massey.  

Michael was worshipping at All Saints Palmerston North when 
selected for ordination in 1982.  Shortly thereafter he went to 
Australia to do a BD, married Anne Penman, and fell into the 
orbit of a ‘mad monk’ priest at St George’s, Flemington.  At 
Flemington the dimensions of awe and mystery that Michael 
had perceived as lacking in the liturgy he was used to, opened 
up a new awareness of Taizé based spirituality.  Stillness and 
contemplative practice became a vehicle for understanding the 
mystery of God.  Michael studied at the anglo-catholic Trinity 
Theological College, and was ordained in 1987, by which time 
two daughters had been born, and served as a curate, then 
vicar, in the Diocese of Melbourne until 1990. 

Then back to NZ next, as part of a clergy team in Wanganui 
during 1991 and 1992.  Twin daughters were born there, but 
Australia called again, to a parish in Orange, NSW.  Their sixth 
daughter was born in 1993.  Sadly the marriage broke down 
under the weight of parish and church expectations and the 
sheer pressure of being a vicarage family.  Michael left the 
stipendiary priesthood to work for the ABC Religious Radio 
Unit, while maintaining good relationships and interstate 
shared care for his daughters.  

He missed the priesthood, the sacramental acts, holding 
people’s hands when they were dying.  He understood  the 
privilege of  being a priest and spent two years thinking, ‘I’m 
churning out radio documentaries that don’t have soul’.

In 1998 he returned to parish ministry.  A redemptive locum 

posting in Adelaide parish enabled him to ‘get back into the 
harmonies of faith community life’.  He met Anne van Gend, 
recently deaconed.  She was born in South Africa but grew up 
in Taranaki.  Six years in the rural parish of Casino, NSW, and 
two sons, followed.   But every now and again ‘I’d turn on the 
TV and I’d cheer for the All Blacks.  Every time I came home 
to NZ and heard the tui I wanted to weep.’  Michael became 
rural Rector in the outback parish of Charleville. The parish 
was 1000kms long.  He admired the bravery of the property 
owners who battled flood, drought and the collapse of the 
merino wool market.  

Both Anne and Michael have family connections to 
Whangarei and so Michael served as Vicar of Christ 
Church, Whangarei from 2007 to 2011.  Always up 
for a new challenge, they were invited to Australia’s 
Northern Territory.  Both worked with Indigenous 
Anglican communities, Michael as a parish priest in a parish 
that included Kakadu National Park.  He met ‘amazing 
indigenous people trying to live out the Gospel while dealing 
with a 40,000 year old culture, clashing with values formed 
from a colonial context’.  He served as school chaplain in a 
school with predominately indigenous children.
The adventure continues, as Dean of Waiapu.  ‘It is a 
homecoming for all four of us, and we’re all happy to be here.  
We’ve all come on our waka at different times but now we’re 
all home.’ The boys are settling at school, and Anne has been 
appointed as Executive Director of the Anglican Schools’ Office.  
Michael’s mother and sister live in the North Island.
 Michael says he is ‘socially liberal and theologically relatively 
conservative’ and feels comfortable with Waiapu’s position on 
social justice issues.’  He values the role of the Cathedral in the 
diocese, its hosting role, its sharing role and its civic role.  But, 
‘first and foremost I am a parish priest with a pastoral priority.  
Pastoral, liturgy, preaching and teaching are the three foundations  
of my ecclesiology.’  As a parent of 8 young people ranging 
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No crib for a bed - an East Coast Christmas story
“Born among the poor
On a stable floor.
Cold and raw you know our hunger,
Weep our tears and cry our anger…”         (Shirley Murray hymn)

“There is now a clear consensus among academics, practitioners and politicians from all parties 
that health, education and social outcomes for children in New Zealand are worse than they should 
be.  Young children are the most vulnerable, and investment in younger children offers the greatest 
return ...”    (Dr Russell Wills, NZ Children’s Commissioner and Community Paediatrician of Hawke’s 
Bay District Health Board)

“There has been an 18-20% increase in reported violence against children and a 36% growth in 
the reported incidence of child neglect in 2010-2011 .. The poverty rate is doubled for Maori and 
Polynesian children.”                             (Salvation Army report)

At a recent meeting our Anglican Social Justice Commission earmarked Children in Poverty 
for our action. How Christmassy can you get?   Like the baby in Bethlehem, very down to 
earth;  for we know that these issues cry out loudly in the Bay of Plenty and East Coast 

regions of Waiapu. 

The Commission is asking us to support all groups working in this area –  like the Child Poverty 
Action Group or the Living Wage movement; but also to do our own research to identify a focus for 
Anglican action.  Limited money is set aside for research and for a Hui in 2014.

St Luke’s Rotorua Drop In Centre Kitchen crew lineup

Suggested Practical Advent/New Year Action

Collect case studies from your parishioners, Anglican Care activity or Op Shop, Food Bank, or Love 
Link involvement relating to Child Poverty: stories of poverty or of positive examples of engagement 
in responding to the needs of children.

The recent welfare “reforms” and the reducing or cancelling of benefits mean that children of 
struggling parents are placed at greater risk. It is important to document these effects and provide 
public scrutiny of benefit changes and sanctions. 

Just two examples sent in to EJP: 

No Room in the Inn?  “A family living in a car – two parents, a two year old, a five year old and a 
twelve year old. They had their clothes in the boot, and little else. They had no food, were hungry 
as they had run out of money.   I took them to WINZ, rang Lovelink for furniture etc., and our church 
equipped them with kitchen goods and food.”

The Spirit of Christmas 24/7:   “Our church is financing feeding about 35 people each week who are 
homeless or generally hungry.” 

We invite you / your parish to send case studies to help the Commission build a fuller picture of 
current poverty especially as it impinges on our children – and include examples of your response.  
Send to the Cathedral EJP Network  office@cathedral.org.nz.

Murray Mills, Cathedral Environment, Justice and Peace Network

The Good Sorts of Rotorua
A special team of volunteers get together every Tuesday at St Luke’s Rotorua. They set out tables, scrub 
potatoes, and prepare tea and coffee by the litre. The elite of the team get to work in the kitchen to 
prepare a hot meal which is served on the dot of midday to those who come for a bit of company and 
a healthy meal. 

This ministry has been offered at St Luke’s continuously for about fifteen years. The parishioners who 
started it are still in the Parish but have long since handed it over to others. The current teams are led 
by Tim Edwards and Seona Stubbs. One of our chefs, Nabih Mansour from Palestine, has made New 
Zealand his home and brings his Mediterranean flair to the dishes served. 

This year the Drop In Centre has averaged 66 hot meals a week. For many it is the highlight of their 
week; the time to catch up with friends and sample a great homely and nourishing meal. It is also an 
opportunity for some to offer something back to the community they love. 

Local businesses, such as a bakery, vegetable shop and butcher, support with donations of goods. 
Another group from a local church often come and sing reggae style gospel songs to create a wonderful 
atmosphere. What a great ministry it is, done quietly and faithfully by an unassuming bunch of people, 
the kind of people we honour on All Saints Day.

Alex Czerwonka
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He came shuffling along, a 10kg bag of potatoes on his 
shoulders. Stopping by my seat he asked if he could 
sit down. “Sure,” I said motioning with my hand. He 

had tattoos up his arms, his long grey hair and beard framing 
his weather-beaten Maori features. He didn’t say much; but 
in a quiet voice he commented that the wind had turned and 
the weather changed. He rolled his cigarette, smoked it, stood, 
picked up his bag of potatoes and turned as if to leave. I can’t 
remember what he said but I was left with the feeling that I had 
just received a blessing from this gentle man. 

This is just one of the many surprising encounters I have had 
over the past few months.  Encounters that have left me with the 
sense that I have been in the presence of God. 

For the past four months I could be found hanging around the 
shopping centre or park in the centre of Flaxmere. Very often I 
would be sitting on a park bench with my newspaper nearby; 
sitting, watching and waiting. I have no agenda other than to 
listen to the stories of the people of Flaxmere, and to join in 
what God is already doing in the Flaxmere community. Some 
days the stories come quickly like the morning I had just sat 
down and I was joined by a lady who had just bought some 
sneakers from the second hand shop. She talked to me for over 
half an hour, telling me of her family life, her frustrations with 
her whanau, her married life and her pride at owning her home. 

Other days the stories come in the most surprising of ways.  I 
was going for a walk around the streets when I caught up with 
an elderly lady and slowed to walk with her. We passed the time 
of day, commenting on the sunshine and the washing that was 
on both of our lines. I thought about moving on but something 
made me stay with her and then she opened up. With a big smile 
on her face she spoke of just moving into a five bedroomed 
house ..... much better than the garage she and her extended 
whanau had been living in!

There was the woman from Tuvalu sitting outside the public 
toilets in the park surrounded by her shopping who spoke of 
her longing to be back  in her island home; instead she was here 

in Flaxmere looking after her grandchildren.  She was the only 
one to ask my name, and what church I went to. I didn’t have 
my clerical collar on and hadn’t told her what I did. Whilst she 
exclaimed that I “must be an angel” it was me who was in the 
presence of the angel. 

I have witnessed the generosity of the locals giving their loose 
change from their shopping (their widow’s mites) for cancer. 
The man who asked for five daffodils to give to his whanau, all 
males!

I have watched the schools competing in  their cross country 
races, the police playing netball (eight a side) with a group 
of young people during the school holidays, elderly buskers 
earning a few extra coins and the generosity of those passing 
by. I have seen Flaxmere in the dead of night as I take my turn 
with the Community Night Patrol (driving through Flaxmere 
Park at midnight is dark but cool !).

What have I learned over these few months ?  There is nowhere 
to go when it is wet or cold in Flaxmere, especially now the 
Library is closed for renovations. So yes, I have been wet and 
cold like every other resident who sits on park benches!  

Seriously, I thought I knew my community; I mean I have lived 
there for eight years now.  I see my community differently now; 
this is not just the place where I occasionally shop and where the 
house I own is situated.  This is the place where I have sat and 
watched, waiting, listened to stories and been shown generous 
hospitality by the way I have been accepted and treated.  I have 
heard residents speak with real pride about ‘their’ community, 
a community many have lived in all their lives. 

Yes there are extreme problems and very real poverty in this 
community but there is also strength and resilience and pride. 
Like them I too care about this place. This is MY community 
and I too am proud to be a part of it. 

Since the writing of this article Ruth has been appointed Vicar-
Elect of Te Puke Parish and will be installed early in 2014.

An angel in the presence of angels.  Ruth Dewdney loiters with intent in Flaxmere

Loitering with intent in Flaxmere

Parachute weekend will soon be here and the seats 
on our bus are filling fast!  The Parachute Music 
Festival weekend is fun for all ages especially with  
the provision of our Anglican Base Camp to feed 
you and provide you with a place to pitch your tent.   

To join us buy your Parachute ticket online at http://www.
iticket.co.nz/events/2014/jan/parachute-2014 and enter 
the Anglicans@Parachute  Group code:  KBROCO352138.

Fill in the Waiapu Anglicans @ Parachute registration 
form available from either:  
Jocelyn Czerwonka -  jocelyn.dymf@xtra.co.nz  
Sandi Hall - sandi@waiapu.com, 
 Jo Keogan  - jokeogan@gmail.com

And et us know asap if you need a seat on the bus.

Issue 60    Waiapu News
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Guest Columnist
Steve Hayes, Vicar of All Saints, Taradale

“Samuel’s First Crossing”
Top Parish March 21 to 23 2014

Top Parish 2014 will be a ‘blast from the past’. Our 
theme, “Samuel’s First Crossing”, celebrates 200 years 
since the coming of the Gospel to New Zealand and 
Samuel Marsden’s first sermon at Oihi Bay in 1814.  

Top Parish happens once again at Keswick Christian 
Camp in Rotorua on the weekend 21-23 March.  Teams 
from all over Waiapu are encouraged to reflect the 
theme in the weekend’s March Past, Banners, Games 
and Waiapu’s Got Talent night.  Come dressed for 
the part for Saturday night’s dinner, and don’t forget 
to do your homework for the ‘Bishop for the Day’ 
nominations, quizzes and election!  The 2014 Top Parish 
‘Bishop for the Day’ may just be the person we need to 
inspire Waiapu’s search for a new bishop.

For more information contact:  Jocelyn Czerwonka   
jocelyn.dymf@xtra.co.nz 

Christmas (less practicable in the December sub-zero temperatures 
back in Oxfordshire) and embracing the opportunity to celebrate 
with cold food rather than roast meals designed to keep you warm.

I suppose John the Baptist had an inkling of what he was ushering 
in without really fully grasping the true significance of what he 
was doing. Similarly, I often wonder if, when the Old Testament 
prophets slipped in some wonderful Messianic prophecy into 
their oracles, whether they understood that their words would be 
fulfilled in one person.

They had, I am sure, the shadow of an idea. They certainly had 
that excitement of anticipation and the wonder of potential being 
fulfilled. They caught a glimpse of the majesty of God working 
itself out in mysteries of time even though they did not understand 
the complexities which we only begin to grasp with the benefit of 
hindsight.

Maybe this year I will learn from the disappointment of not having 
any sweet peas in the garden and remember the seasons more 
accurately. Perhaps I will adjust slightly to Advent candles having 
to be lit on long summer days without being left in the sunlight for 
fear of them melting.

Of course, the message of Advent won’t be any different, but the 
trappings are. And therein lies a huge truth. How much of what we 
do over the coming few weeks will be based in tradition rather than 
essential biblical truth? 

And are our traditions and trappings helpful to those outside 
Church or do they get in the way? Do visitors to our services these 
next few weeks have the same sense of disorientation because of 
what we do or how we do it as I have felt because the seasons have 
been wrong?

Because if, as the tacky tea towel in my Christmas drawer says, 
‘Jesus is the reason for the season’ then that season must not get 
in the way. We’ve been challenged recently as clergy to leave the 
baggage behind. Perhaps there is no time when that concept is 
more important than at Christmas, and no time when that concept 
is harder to implement.

Last year I learnt how to do Christmas lunch on the beach. Last 

year I learnt that spray snow on the corner of the windows is not a 
necessity. As I pared back some of my own traditional trappings I 
encountered a different Christmas experience. 

Advent for me this year will be an opportunity for another reflection 
on what truth I really want to convey to those who come to Church 
this Christmas and how God’s presence will be unwrapped.

Thank You Top Parish Supporters!
A big thanks to all wonderful ‘Top Parish Supporters’ .  
Your help is extremely important in helping to keep our 
registration fees to a minimum.  Any further contributions 
are welcome.  Please send to the Diocesan Office – code 
5550.

Now resident in New Zealand for over 12 months, I’m 
beginning to acclimatise! It’s amazing how much of a 
difference it makes when you do things for the second 

time around.

Synod paperwork was sitting on my desk when I arrived: 
accommodation request forms. I ended up at Norsewood for 
a conference at Dannevirke when without a car, which led to an 
interesting introduction to Kiwi hospitality! I did more research 
about accommodation at Mount Maunganui the second time 
around.

The other piece of paper on my desk was an enquiry about a service 
more than 12 months ahead which took place last weekend. The 
wheel has turned full cycle.

I am frequently asked  how we are settling in and what we have 
found different or difficult. Possibly the single most significant 
factor (besides climate, culture, new job, family a long way away 
and people!) has been the strange custom of New Zealanders to 
celebrate Christmas in summer and to celebrate Easter in Autumn!

Preparing Easter services at the same time as Harvest, rather than 
when lambs are frolicking in the fields and daffodils are blooming, 
has been a very strange experience. Gearing thoughts towards 
Christmas without the threat of snow or ice is equally disorientating. 
Just last week we realised that we had missed the season for planting 
some of our favourite flowers, by about six months!

Seasons at the wrong time of the year do make a difference. Annual 
patterns and cycles are surprisingly integrated into sub-conscious 
thought patterns, which is something you discover only after they 
are removed. All the links about new life and spring have to be re-
analysed. All the snowy images of Christmas need to be re-visited 
whereas, before, they were taken for granted. Father Christmas 
wearing shorts simply hadn’t been considered!

So Advent this year takes on a new meaning: a fresh opportunity 
to prepare for something which will be different from the norm 
of all those past years,  but anticipated a little better in the light of 
last year’s experience. Being able to consider outdoor services over 
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What  does God put in us that makes us want to be part of something so much bigger 
than ourselves?  What is it in our Kiwi DNA that draws us into a state of anxiety over 
a yacht race or rugby game where our international standing is at stake?  

I have wondered about  this as I worked on the development of our Strategic Goals and consequent 
strategic plan.  The collective support for our national teams is a great example of how we need to 
engage our hearts in this process so that we all live and breathe the final outcome.
The review and following restructuring of Anglican Care Waiapu has been a significant and 
detailed process and we are now at the exciting stage of formulating a new strategic path.  This is 
a very important process for any organisation and involves deep analysis and assessment of our 
organisation’s strengths, weaknesses, threats and opportunities.
How does Anglican Care Waiapu, the faith based social service arm of the Diocese, learn to move 
in a cohesive unified way?
To journey together, we need to clearly know, understand and embrace what we are about: our 
goals, our purpose, our vision and our values.

Our Goals:  What are we looking to do now and within the next five years?

Our Purpose:  Why do we exist?  What sets us apart from other service providers?

Our Vision: What is it that we want to see as a result of our service and ministry?

Our Values: What are those core values that burn deeply within us?
The “Organisational Change: Final Decisions” document has helped highlight some of this. Our 
strategic goals will help bring a further level of clarification so that as “one organisation” we can 
go forward together.
Answering the great strategic question demands deep thought and consultation with managers 
and staff.  For five to six weeks, the Executive Team and I have been working through drafts of 
our Purpose, Vision, Mission and Strategic Goals, as well as looking at aspirational goals and 
signature behaviours.  We will emerge from this process with a very clear direction and set of 
questions for our managers and eventually staff to consider.
Our managers and staff are passionate and engaged in their fields and ready to receive and 
consider the “one organisation: one mission” approach.    The challenges we face in outworking 
God’s purposes are beyond our natural abilities and talents: they require faith and a willingness to 
remain dependent on the One who calls us.
We ask Waiapu parishes and communities to keep us and the Social Services Trust Board in your 
prayers.  May we bring glory to God in all that we do and may the vision we embrace capture the 
hearts of our people and those we look to serve.

Anglican Care  Tomorrow Getting it together in  

On a cool November morning, my eye can’t miss the board 
outside the little red-brick building in Ormond Street, 
Woodville: “What’s on this week at The Junction?”  

I read about the Muffin Group, Newspaper Group, and today’s Open Day. I am welcomed by 
one of several “Junctioneers”, whose role is more than just inclusion and hospitality.  During 
the informal speeches to mark this day, it becomes clear that they are also guardians of the 
carefully-thought-out kaupapa, summarised in phrases like “Woodville helping Woodville”, 
“place where people who want to know can meet those who might already”, “promoting 
supportive conversations”, “a base for community-facing services”, with words like “venue”, 
“ideas” and “exchange”.  

This has been the dream of people from the local Union and Anglican Churches.  It is 
supported by many different community groups.  Clearly the church people see themselves 
as being missional but they are explicit that The Junction is not to focus on religion, 
politics, or race. It is ecumenical in the sense of wholeness, and the whole enterprise 
has been quietly undergirded with prayerfulness.  Ian Riley said to those gathered for 
the opening: “We believe that we are doing is what Our Friend Above wants us to do.” 
Possibilities for the future include a blokes group, a quilters gathering, a “problem-solving 
service” and becoming an incorporated society.  

It is open Mondays to Wednesdays, in a space which is also used by Anglican Social Services.  
There is a fence and a gate, so it is a safe place for children, and friendliness seems to be the 
key word about everything that happens.  People can give support by being there to join in 
activities or by donation and joining the Junction Team.  The Rev’d Rosie McMillan of Holy 
Trinity Local Shared Ministry Support Team sees her involvement as a way to give thanks for 
the community of Woodville and to help make that community stronger.  Do have a look if 
you are driving through! 

Jenny Dawson describes a new way of  
church meeting community

Woodville

Issue 60    Waiapu News

Anglican Care  CEO, Peter O'Brien, looks beyond the current review.
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 In the history commissioned by the Bay 
of Plenty Health Board, Ian Shearer 
records endeavours over a number of 

years to set aside land for a cottage hospital 
in Whakatane. In 1912, Bishop Averill of 
Waiapu purchased a cottage in Bridge Street 
which was converted into a cottage hospital 
aand continued to serve the community 
even after the Public Hospital was built in 
1923. C. R. Coates’ notes in the Museum 
Hospital scrapbook say it 
was completed in 
October 1913. 

The January 1914 
Waiapu Church 
Gazette records: “The 
new Maori Mission 
House at Whakatane 
has been duly opened, 
and Nurse North (trained 
at Napier Hospital and 
the Deaconess Home, 
Christchurch) has been 
appointed to take charge of 
it, and act as a missionary 
nurse in that part of the Bay of 
Plenty. The Ven. Archdeacon 
Tisdall kindly inaugurated her 
work with a short dedicatory 
service at the House, and 
the Rev. F. A. Bennett and J. Chapman 
have interested themselves in providing necessary 
furniture, etc. Nurse North is being assisted by “Evelyn,” one of 
the Maori girls trained by Miss Griffith at Whakarewarewa and 
active work is already commenced. The Government Nurse 
has been removed from Whakatane and the Government 
have undertaken to subsidise our work on conditions which 
the Bishop has been able to accept. We wish the new venture 
every blessing and hope it will be a means of drawing Maoris 
in the District nearer to the Great Physician, through the love 

Whakatane Anglican Maori Mission Hospital

and kindness manifested through and by the work of the 
Mission House.”

On the first history panel, now in the Hospital, Nurse North and 
others are noted. In particular:

Akenehi Hei, the first Maori to be registered as a nurse and 
mid-wife. She was born near Te Kaha and went to the Te Kaha 
Native School then onto Opotiki Convent School. She won a 
government scholarship to St. Joseph’s (Catholic) Secondary 
School in Napier. Her elder brother was Hamiora Hei, featured 
in a photo of Te Aute Old Boys. They were the driving force 

100 years on by  Robert Bruere

behind Maori involvement in the 
Public Health initiatives, with Maui 
Pomare as the first Director of Public 
Health. Later as the Minister of Health 
Pomare opened the Whakatane 
Public Hospital in 1923. 

Akenehi Hei trained at Napier 
Hospital and was registered in 1908. 
After initial work she went to nurse 
relatives suffering from typhoid. She 
contracted it and died in 1910, aged 
32.

Another on the local panel is Maud 
Mataira (the Government Nurse 
mentioned above). She came from 
Nuhaka, went to Hukarere Anglican 
Maori Girl’s School in Napier. She 
completed her nursing training in 
June 1911 and quickly established 
herself as a competent nurse, being 
placed in charge of isolation camps for 
epidemics such as typhoid, smallpox 
and measles. She was the first Native 
Health Nurse in the Whakatane 
district. After a few appointments she 

was worn out but returned to service 
in 1917. She died in the Hokianga 
Hospital eighteen months later, having 

caught influenza from her patients during the 1918 epidemic.

The third nurse shown and sister-in-charge of the Mission  
Hospital lived to a greater age. Ada Jane North trained at  
Napier Hospital, and Bishop Averill suggested she be the nurse 
for the hospital he was establishing at Whakatane. This was 
part of his strategy to continue the establishment of Mission 
Houses throughout the Diocese but focussing on this region 
because of the influence of Rua Kenana and the Ringatu 
movement. When the Public Hospital was built she continued 
as a Native Health Nurse.

Pictured: The first panel in a series on the History of Whakatane Hospital
(Thanks to the “History wall committee” Bay Of Plenty District Health Board)

Ada Jane 
North
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Refreshments afterr 
running 

the Auckland  marathon

Bishop David moving on, looking back
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Bishop David at the Cath
edral

Noel Hendery sat down with Bishop David to learn 
about his future role, yet, much of the talk came back 
to Waiapu.

You’re leaving us. What are you going to?  

I’m not altogether sure. I think geographically I’m going to 
find more of Waiapu.  The San Joaquin Valley is a significant 
breadbasket for the rest of the United States, with avocados, 
raisins, citrus produce for the rest of the country.  Thus there 
are significant agricultural similarities to Waiapu.

It is also a diocese where they have experienced St John 
of the Cross’s ‘dark night of the soul’. Seven years ago they 
experienced an excruciating split; in some cases the splitting 
of families who thought they were doing the right thing in 
following their bishop in the Episcopal church for the past 20 
years and forming this new entity, the “Anglican Diocese of San 
Joaquin” joining with the Southern Cone of South America.

Those who remained are the Episcopal Diocese of San Joaquin.  
Rather than remaining consistent with their quite conservative 
past, they became a very open and inclusive diocese, where 
women clergy, and laity and clergy of different sexual 
orientation, are welcome and integral to the life of the diocese.

Another thing that I think I will find, from the experience of 
other US dioceses in similar situations, is that, as buildings, 
properties and trusts are being returned to the diocese 
through the litigation process, in some instances they don’t 
want to keep them; primarily because they see that they can 
better serve and be far more missional by not being worried 
about pouring their money into plant.  So they are quite happy 
in some cases making Eucharist in the local school house or 
Roman Catholic Church down the street.

I hope these places stay with this path, and when the buildings 
return it doesn’t change hearts, change minds.

Bishop David at Hereworth Boys School

I think that dioceses like San 
Joaquin, if faithful, if risk-taking, 
if courageous, will provide 
some models, as Waiapu has 
endeavoured to do, for the 
rest of the church.

It is really important to 
understand that this is 
not Plan B because Plan 
A no longer works.  This 
is the very best part of 
Plan A, of what it has 
always been, but that 
sometimes we have 
lost our way over the 
centuries.

What changes have you 
experienced over your time with us?

What has moulded me and continues to inform me is 
a general shift in perception in our landscape.  Ten years or 
less ago, if we were to ask someone for whom Church did not 
have a significant place to tell us about the Anglican Church, 
they would have mentioned a particular building located 
somewhere strategically in the community. In contrast, people 
now increasingly talk about people. They talk about Anglicans 
being involved in the life of their communities, with little or no 
reference to the building from which they come.

So from that we have endeavoured to fly some kites; in 
places like Central and Southern Hawke’s Bay where we have 
continued to explore how we can join the work of Jesus and 
the ways in which God is active in our communities.

Equally heartening, and this is about theological, philosophical, 
ecclesiological shifts: I would say confidently, experientially,  in 
my five and a half years in Waiapu I have seen Anglican parishes 
begin to or build on working together, sharing resources, 
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Waiapu's six bishops past and present

Bishop David at Top P
arish

Bishop David moving on, looking back

Bishop David with the Revd
 Don Tamihere

sharing tasks / mahi in ways they have not previously.

Another phenomenon: as we have endeavoured to raise the 
missional bar I have seen in many places an increase of study 
groups, prayer groups, in groups who have realised  they need 
to be far better equipped for mission than previously thought.

Giving ourselves to the work of missional endeavours 
hopefully also sharpens our work as evangelists and 
enriches our spirituality, to be a people who know 
Jesus and make Jesus known.  Bishops come and 
go but if it goes well, each is a continuation of what 
has come before.  I’d like to believe I have built on 
John Bluck’s work, who built on Murray’s, who 
built, etc.

What do you see as unique about Waiapu?

Whether the ‘Waiapu way’ can be defined or 
not, my experience is that the Waiapu way has 
everything to do with the ‘C’ words: collegial, 
consultative, collaborative.  So, one of the things 
I will take with me to the Episcopal Diocese of 
San Joaquin is a deep, abiding  belief that a 
church that talks and listens is either a church 
in good heart or designed to be in good heart.

We all want to be remembered.  And I’d like to think that I 
leave a bit of a footprint, but I don’t think that anyone in any 
kind of leadership would want that footprint to be too deep, 
because what is most important is what goes on afterwards. 
If that footprint is too deep, that can be prohibitive for those 
who remain. 

I could not imagine a better place in which to learn one’s craft.  
Theologically, ecclesiologically, Waiapu is the only Anglican 
diocese in Aotearoa / New Zealand in which I could have been 
bishop, because it is such a generous, forgiving, ‘easy’ diocese, 
in terms of relationships, willingness to have a go. It has been a 
fantastic formation, a growing, learning place for me.  

Bishop David – a personal view

An elderly Cathedral parishioner told me, as 
if it were a law of nature: “We love all our 
Deans.”

I thought of my seven grandchildren and how 
different they are in age, gender and personality 
and how I love them in different ways because 
they are loveable in different ways, and because – 
well – they are my grandchildren.  
It was not a huge step from there to thinking in 
a similar way of the procession of seven bishops of 
Waiapu I have worked under.  I do not think it an 
overstatement to say that we have loved them all 
in a whanau sort of way too.
We have enjoyed Bishop David’s boyish, out-going 
and bouncy American-ness, nicely blended with 
his natural can-do, outdoor Kiwi-ness.  We’ve felt 
comfortable with his denim-purple informality; 
his ability to make anyone he meets feel important.  
We have responded to his engaging conversations 
where we had expected sermons.  
We have greatly appreciated his commitment 
to young people, his reaching out to our sister 
churches, his bi-cultural sensitivity, his challenge 
to commit Waiapu to a new and more dynamic 
form of mission for the 21st century, his supporting 
the redevelopment of our structures for mission 
and ministry, his pushing us, sometimes beyond 
our comfort zone, on matters of justice, especially 
as it relates to sexuality.
Those who have worked with him have seen the 
benefits of someone who pays far more than 
lip service to team work, who can work to his 
strengths and allow others the freedom to work 
to theirs.
He has allowed himself to be moulded by Waiapu 
and the wider church, and thus has been more 
effective in moulding Waiapu and the wider 
church.
Waiapu is richer for the leadership of David Rice, 
and for the presence of Tracy, Ian and Zoe.

            Noel Hendery
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From the Ministry Educator
Oenone Woodhams

When was the last time you were asked to ‘give up something 
for Advent’?

Disturbing Complacency.  Preparing For Christmas. That 
is an interesting way of approaching Advent, I thought, 
as I browsed the Iona Community catalogue.  Intrigued 

I decided to order the book, written by Lisa Bodenheim, a 
minister of the United Church of Christ and an Associate of 
Iona Community.

And disturbing it is; now I have the book in my hands.  ‘Let 
us prepare for the birth of Christ by stretching our faith and 
disturbing our comfort.  Let us ruffle our complacency and 
develop awareness, a courageous spirit and a security that 
comes from a deep –rooted faith.’  Daily reflections on Spirit, 
Creation, Bible, Money, Nation, Jesus and Resistance probe and 

prod and expose our unseeingness.   Although we are always 
going to disagree on this point or that, and sometimes authors 
(including this one) and commentators seem to deliberately 
court controversy, I think this book is a timely reminder not to 
sink unknowingly into the comfort and warm fuzzies that seem 
to surround Christmas.  

In response to these challenges, I got to thinking about the 
different ways we approach Lent and Advent.  Both are seasonal 
times of preparation, purple is the liturgical colour.  But Lenten 
stoles and altar frontals often have a crown of thorns or a cross 
of nails, a darker theme, while Advent stoles seem to feature 
candles and twinkly things, at least mine and several others I 
have seen do.  Advent, an excuse to bring out the glitter, the 
wreath, the pretty candles?  Or ... what exactly?  When was the 
last time you were asked to ‘give up something for Advent’?  
Much attention is paid to the excitement inherent in anticipating 
Christmas Day, and why not? As long as attention is also paid 
to the more challenging paradigm.  A rather dated (published 
1993) children’s book called High Days and Holidays by David 

Self to my surprise, marries these two strands quite well.

‘So Advent is an exciting time, a time of preparation.  But for 
Christians, there is a much more serious side to it all.  Just 
suppose someone very important was coming to visit you in 
your home.  Think how much you would want to do to get ready 
for him or her.  Tidying up.  Putting things straight.  In the same 
way, Advent is a time to prepare for the coming of Jesus: to think 
of the things you have done wrong, and to admit you are sorry 
for these things.  To plan how you can do better in the future....
to put things right for when Jesus comes.’ (pages16, 17)

‘Let us stretch our faith and disturb our comfort’.  May Advent 
be for us this year a time of unsettling.  The type of unsettling 
that enables reflection, that encourages vulnerability, that leads 
to change in our own environment, that breaks down unjust 
structures.  May we prepare our hearts and minds so that in 
the words of the NZPB variation to the Great Thanksgiving 
for Advent.  ‘We give you thanks because Christ the Sun of 
Righteousness has dawned as our deliverance, and as your 
power to renew the world in love and justice.’  Shalom

All at sea in Papua New Guinea
Bishop David and I sat on an outrigger canoe on a beach on 

the northern coast of Papua New Guinea. Although night 
had fallen, an almost full moon let us see what we were doing. 
We had just been informed that after two and a half hours at 
sea the outboard motor of the narrow fibre glass boat had run 
out of fuel. The sea journey had been rough and we wondered 
what folk at home would have thought if they knew we were 
undertaking a three and a half hour sea trip with no life jackets!

This was our third visit to PNG, where Waiapu has a partnership 
with the Anglican Province. We were returning from Dogura, a 
settlement on the north coast without road access. It is the place 
where the first missionaries brought the Gospel to PNG in 1891. 
The main feature of the settlement is a large concrete cathedral 
built by the Australians and local people before the WWII. It 
stands on a plateau above the sea and is an amazing site when 
approached from the sea, particularly after seeing little sign of 

habitation along the coast during our two hour voyage.

We had accepted an invitation to attend the enthronement of 
Bishop Clyde Igara, Bishop of the Dogura Diocese, as Archbishop 
of PNG. We were honoured to stay at the Bishop’s home, with 
the Archbishop of Melanesia and his wife, Archbishop Winston 
Halapua of Polynesia, the Bishop of Taiwan, the Bishop of Lynn, 
Diocese of Norwich and three representatives of the Australian 
Board of Missions. Canon Robert Kereopa brought the number 
of guests from our province to four.

The welcome, the Enthronement Eucharist, the food, the 
entertainment and the hospitality were all amazing. Gifts were 
exchanged and it was moving to see Bishop David present six 
chalices and patens and a set of stoles made by the women of 
the Otumoetai parish as gifts from our Diocese. 

By the way...ten litres of fuel was eventually found and we were 
able to complete our journey safely.

Hugh McBain visits PNG with Bishop David.

Bishops in procession
Issue 60    Waiapu News
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Gifts of Time and Presence

From the CaFE
Jo Crosse, Children & Family Enabler

year?  Imagine how wonderful it would be to slow down enough 
to appreciate the weeks leading up to Christmas, and to focus 
just on our Christian story.  The greatest gifts we can give each 
other are our time and our presence, and this is especially true 
for our children.  No amount of gifts or food or other Christmas 
treats will be as important as the conversations we have, the 
time we spend together and our sharing of experiences.  

Family traditions can help to build a sense of security and 
belonging, and provide a reason for gathering together and 
spending time with each other.  

Christmas is a time where family traditions are very important, 
but we are less likely to give Advent the same priority and even 
less likely to have Advent traditions which engage us with our 
Christian story in anticipation of Christmas Day.  For example, 
while lots of us enjoy the chocolate advent calendars, which are 
prolific at this time of year, they are no more than a means of 
counting down the days and I know of many children who eat 
most of the chocolate within the first few days.  

On the other hand, there are a variety of wonderful reusable 
wooden or fabric advent calendars which can be filled 
appropriately for the children who will be using them, including 
items such as Christmas symbols, prayers, or suggestions for 
simple family activities as well as small treats.  Opening the 

calendar each day can be a special part of the family routine and 
creates a stronger sense of anticipation.

Another tradition that has been popular in our household is the 
lighting of advent candles, either as part of an advent wreath 
or having a special candle just for this time of year.  One year I 
bought a beautiful gold candle and the children loved lighting 
it as we sat down to dinner each night.  The ritual of candle 
lighting appeals to children and provides an opportunity for a 
brief prayer or a chance to share something special about the 
day.   

Craft activities are great fun to work on together and there are 
plenty of ideas which can be linked to Advent; for example, 
making a prayer chain with twenty five loops so that one can 
be removed and used each day, making a Jesse tree, creating 
decorations, cooking together, making Christmas gifts to give 
away, making a list of suggestions for people to visit or contact 
then choosing one of them each day. The possibilities are 
endless. 

Regardless of the ways we choose to celebrate this special season, 
the most important thing is that we take some time to spend 
with God and to spend with each other.  Enjoy the opportunity 
to reflect and prepare so that we come to Christmas ready to 
have a party rather than collapse!

How often do we get to the beginning of December, take 
a deep breath, put our heads down and begin the race 
to Christmas?  The combination of social events, end 

of the school year, reaching work deadlines before the holiday 
period starts, as well as the focus on preparations for everything 
which happens on and around Christmas Day, means that by 
the time we get there we need the holiday to recover!

It is so easy to be caught up in a whirl of activity and busyness 
that we feel as if there is no time to spare.  For families, the 
lack of time and emphasis on providing the things deemed 
necessary for a successful Christmas celebration puts pressure 
on everyone.  This time of year can be highly stressful and may 
even become a challenge to overcome rather than the time of 
reflection and hopeful anticipation we are called to live with in 
Advent.  Wouldn’t it be great if we could do things differently this 

Bishops from around the world
Bishop Dav

id with Hugh
 McBainPNG w

elcome
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Ray Coster, Presbyterian Moderator, talked to the Co-Operating Ventures Forum about rethinking mission.  
Noel Hendery reflects on his challenge.

There has been much talk about mission in Waiapu.  We 
include it in our logo and we have incorporated it into 
our canons.  It is the focus of clergy conferences and 

training days.  Books are recommended.  Parish reviews are 
based on missional mapping.  

Other dioceses and other denominations are also talking 
mission.  At the UCANZ Forum in late October Ray Coster, 
Moderator of the Presbyterian Church, led a session on mission. 
I cannot do Ray justice in a few hundred words.  And I challenged 
the lack of a prophetic element to his model.  But his views were 
worth putting alongside our own diocesan orthodoxy. 

Ray said the role of the church is to honour and partner all 
aspects of society.

When we think about mission, he said, we need to transform 
our thinking.  We need to start with the community, not with 
the church.

Hebrews talks about a “city with foundations whose architecture 
and builder was God.” (Heb 11:10)

Like Humpty Dumpty, our communities have “had a great fall”. 
Can the church play a role in putting them together again by 
partnering with the community?  Currently, when surveys are 
taken of the major influences on the culture of our societies, the 
church fails to register as a significant factor.

We have thought of mission as centred on what we do on 
Sunday: loving and serving, worship and teaching, bringing 
redemption.  That used to work reasonably well, but it does not 
work anymore.

We need to ask: What is the purpose of the church?  Why are we 
here?  And where is God?  We used to assume that God dwells in 
the church; therefore, if we get as many people into the church 
as we can, we have done mission.  The church was a gate to allow 
people in and out.

This way of doing mission requires a pioneering spirit.  Just as 
our ancestors took a one way trip to the unknown dangers of 
New Zealand in the 19th century, pioneering  today can also be 
lonely and difficult at times.

Are we prepared to pay the cost of moving from the known 
to the unknown, from Christendom to something less clearly 
defined and understood? We might have to leave behind things 
that are precious to us, for the sake of the next generation, just 
as many of our  forebears left Europe to seek a new life for their 
families here. Abraham was a pioneer who travelled into the 
unknown.

Faith and risk are in some ways the same thing.  It is estimated 
that about 80% of all experiments fail:  Messy Church, Beer and 
Barbecue Church – not church as we know it.  Wisdom for the 
church is knowing where the Holy Spirit is working.

It is not about what we do as a church, like Christmas in the 
Park, but about how we engage with various aspects of society, 
to transform our community “to a city with foundations whose 
architecture and builder was God.” 

Mission – A Presbyterian view

Mission a Presbyterian view Ray Coster Ministry

The church and the city – would we be missed?

Instead, today we need to think in terms of God dwelling where 
the people dwell.  And people live in the community, in the city.  
Therefore, that is where the church needs to be.

There are many spheres of influence in the city.  We are called 
to partner all these spheres: education, government, the media, 
entertainment and sporting bodies, and business.  Humpty 
Dumpty, the shattered community, is made up of all these 
facets and it is the alliance between these that make or break 
our communities.  The church must acknowledge the role and 
importance of each.

What the church does best is the core values that allow 
the community to function, values like integrity, honesty, 
compassion.  It is the church’s role to care for the soul of the 
community.   To strengthen the glue that holds it all together, or 
prevents it falling apart.  If the church is the soul, then .....

Education is the brain of the community.  It also is essential for 
the community’s soul because you cannot be fully free without 
education.

Government is the skeleton of the community, the framework 
that sets the boundaries: taxes for infrastructure, police for 
security.  Its role is to ensure the potential of the community 
and protect its vision

The media are the eyes and ears of the community.  They 
provide the feedback to and from the people.  How is the church 
to partner with the media.

Business is the blood of the community.  It provides wealth 
to feed all the above. Lack of wealth, poverty, creates spiritual 
problems.

The role of the church is to honour and partner all aspects of 
society, to “seek the peace and prosperity of the city.” (Jeremiah 
29:7).  Be “Jesus with skin on” in our involvement with Probus, 
with Reading in Schools, with the Sea Scouts.

Issue 60    Waiapu News
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Waiapu Youth InternsMarriage 

Conversations

The year is almost over for our 2013 Waiapu Interns, 
Tess Le Guern and Kristy Boardman.  Here is what 
they have to say:  

Tess

Being an intern this year has been a great experience for 
me. I’ve met some of the most amazing people ever and 
learnt so much. Some of the highlights of the year for me: 

• Volunteering at Iron Man while in Taupo
• Being a clown at the Season's Fair at St Andrew's, 

Taupo
• Preaching at St Luke’s, Rotorua
• LT4Youth camp in Turangi

We had to do a paper through the Ecumenical Institute 
of Distance Theology, and I did New Testament. The first 
couple of assignments were relatively easy for me. The 
last few were a little harder, but to my surprise I have 
enjoyed doing it. 

A challenge this year for me was helping to organize 
and run ‘journey to the cross’, similar to ‘stations of the 
cross’. Over the year I have done and learnt many things. 
Something I have learnt is to be more confident.

For next year I have applied for a course and, if accepted, 
I will also get a part-time job. If  I am not accepted for the 
course I will get a full-time job while looking into another 
course.

Kristy

Over my past year as an Intern I have experienced 
many different things, had plenty of new experiences 
and challenges, and met many wonderful people.

Some of my highlights from my year are:
• My time at the Te Hapara Whanau Aroha Centre 

preschool in Gisborne
• Running a holiday programme in Porangahau
• Helping out at the Elske Centre, elderly day 

care in Dannevirke, 
•  And my time with the G-Force Youth Group in 

Taradale.
I have had to face the challenge of constantly moving 
and meeting new people, but have come out of 
it with new skills. I would like to thank everyone 
I worked with and everyone who supported and 
guided me on my journey as an Intern. It was also 
wonderful having the support of my own parish 
every time I went home on holiday. I enjoyed the 
learning and growing that has happened over 
the year, and I hope to take these new skills and 

values with me as a journey further.
Tess and Kris

ty still smiling 
after planting 

120 trees  

with the LT4Yo
uth group in Tu

rangi

As Waiapu News goes to print the Diocese is in the 
midst of three regional hui about marriage.  This 
is the first step in a longer process for considering 

our traditional and evolving Anglican understanding of 
marriage. The Waiapu conversation is one of a number 
that are occurring around the country in response to 
the General Synod 2012 motion asking episcopal units 
to hold conversations in our Church and with the wider 
community about the nature of marriage.  

For those attending our regional hui there have already 
been some interesting and challenging points to 
consider.  The theological working group convened 
by Rev’d Jenny Dawson has done the preparatory 
work for these gatherings, and offered some resources.  
In the gatherings they have presented us with a 
thought provoking array of contemporary societal 
understandings, biblical reflections and existing 
doctrinal and canonical statements. These encourage us 
to go beyond our assumptions and give us a broad base 
to continue into the next phase of the discussions.

As this first round of meetings concludes the working 
group will meet to decide on the next steps of our process 
and to report progress to Waiapu Standing Committee.  
They have signalled that the material which has been 
presented at the three regional hui will be made available 
for wider use and we look forward to our ongoing 
exploration of these matters together.  

Jo Crosse 
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ater, God's Gift for All
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Christian World Service launches the 68th Christmas Appeal on Advent Sunday.  For 
those who experience drought on a regular basis, its theme Share Water, Share Life will 
have meaning.  This year’s appeal focuses on five partners working to make more water 

possible where is little.  From rainwater tanks to simple irrigation systems or campaigning for 
better access, they are responding to one of life’s most basic needs.  

Water is a gift of God that sustains the whole 
creation.  It is central to our spiritual life, made 
visible in the act of baptism.  Sharing water 
with people who need it, is a gift of grace made 
possible through the Christmas Appeal.  Last 
year the Waiapu Diocese donated $22,000 to the 
Appeal with the theme, Save Our Place.  With 
this support, CWS partners have been able to 
give hope and dignity to people like Jane.
Jane Tumwebaze lives in driest southwest 
Uganda with her family of six children.  Her 
husband died ten years ago and now she also 
cares for her orphaned niece. HIV and AIDS 
have taken their toll.  

CWS partner the Centre for Community 
Solidarity (CCS) has been the vehicle for the 
change that has restored Jane’s dignity.  

Access to water was difficult.  It required a 3-5 
kilometre trek through steep country to the dirty 
Kagera River where the queue was long.  There 
are always lines at the village boreholes but 
sometimes even the animals will not drink the 
mineralised water.

Without adequate water the family could not 
bathe or wash clothes.  They sometimes went 
without food and were often sick.  Jane could 
not afford to send them to school.

But now things are different.  Jane has a 
rainwater tank that gives them water to drink 

throughout the year.  It is enough for the family to 
wash each day and have clean clothes.  They can 
grow vegetables, maize and fruit trees as well as 
keep pigs and chickens.  CCS gave her animals 
and some gardening training

“My message to New Zealanders is that first and 
foremost I unreservedly thank them all for their 
generosity, love and commitment to improve my 
life, support my family and my colleagues in the 
Mabuna Orphans Caretakers Association….  It 
has elevated my status and other people started 
coming to me to ask how magically CCS made 
things happen”.

Global water supplies are under pressure.  
Water-poor nations with money are preparing 
for coming shortages.  With the climate changing and increasing 
demand they are banking up land so they can produce 
food somewhere else – there is 
not enough water to grow it at 
home.  Countries like Cyprus 
and Yemen are running out 
of water.   As the demand 
increases, there are predictions 
of water wars.   Rivers are 
drying up, underground water 
reserves sucked dry and ground 
water contaminated.  How will 
the poorest people manage?

This year’s appeal will help more 
people get the water they need.  
Please give generously.  You can 
read more and download worship 
and other resources at: http://
christmasappeal.org.nz/

christmasappeal.org.nz
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